Directions to Friedrichstraße 38
Rector, Dean, Evening Courses at Martin Bucer Seminary, Bonn Study
Center
(There are separate directions for the classrooms at Seufertstraße 7 in Bonn-Bad
Godesberg)
1. By car
2. By foot from the main train station
3. By city railway from Bonn’s main train station
4. By city railway from the Siegburg/Bonn ICE train station
5. By the airport bus
1. By Car
On Friedrichstraße one can only drive from Belderberg (B9) in the direction of Bad Godesberg–
the driveway is behind the Lufthansa Haus at the corner of Bertha-Suttner-Platz and Belderberg. In
addition, one has to either come from Sandkaule (going straight from there) or from Bertha-vonSuttner-Platz (the direction of the Kennedy Bridge / Kennedybrücke, then turning right twice, one
turn shortly after the other).
Where Friedrichstraße is part of the pedestrian area (Fußgängerzone), driving on Friedrichstraße
and making deliveries on Friedrichstraße is officially allowed only until 12:00 a.m. There are as few
parking spots on Friedrichstraße as there are in the nearer proximity. The easiest and cheapest thing
to do is park in the “Stiftsgarage“ parking garage (Kölnstraße 10-16) or on the “Stiftsplatz” which is
behind the parking garage (across from the Kuhlen Cathedral [Kuhlen Dom] /Collegiate Church
[Stiftskirche], a church with 2 towers) using a parking ticket. (Otherwise, parking in the Friedensplatz garage is an option.)

How to get to the Stiftsgarage:
* Take the B56 towards the Bonn city center (e.g., from the Autobahn A 59 – exit Beuel/Hangelar or from the Autobahn A3 – exit Siegburg) over the Rheinbrücke/Kennedybrücke
(Rhein Bridge/Kennedy Bridge) and then at the second street take a right (next to McDonalds). The
Stifts garage is shortly after the McDonalds on the right side.
* Coming along Kölnstraße from Cologne (on the A565 – exit Bonn-Auerberg; approaching
from this direction is somewhat complicated if you are unfamiliar with the area: take a left at the
traffic light at the end of the exit ramp, go straight until the road ends and take a right, followed
immediately by a left which; you will be on Kölnstraße continuing to go straight). The Stifts garage
is on the left side after passing the “Kuhlen Dom/Stiftskirche” (the church with 2 towers) on the
right.
Coming out of the Stift garage walk out left in the direction of the city center by the McDonalds,
crossing where there is a pedestrian light onto Bonngasse and going by Beethovenhaus (on the left
side); at the crossing only a few meters beyond go right onto Friedrichstraße. The entrance is in a

large gray house on the corner on the left between the children’s clothing store called “Piccolino”
and “Geschenke Leopold” on the right side.
2. By Foot from Bonn’s Main Train Station
With a city map it is quite easy to go across the pedestrian area and takes about 5 minutes; without the city map one has to ask most of the time – at best after passing the “Beethovenhaus.” One
only has to follow the way to the “Beethovenhaus” which is well marked in red.
Go out of the front entrance of the main train station and go straight on Poststraße (pedestrian
area/ Fußgängerzone) to the central post office; from there go across Münsterplatz (the Münster is
on the right side) with Kaufhof to the right; from there go to Marktplatz (with the historical city hall
on the right side); go across Markplatz onto Bonngasse almost all the way to Beethovenhaus. Friedrichstraße crosses Bonngasse shortly before Beethovenhaus; go left and immediately through the
first door on the left.
3. By city railway from Bonn’s main train station
U-Bahn (Subway) 66 (direction Siegburg) from under Bonn’s main train station or
Straßenbahn (street car) 62 (direction Bonn-Beuel-Bahnhof) from the front entrance of the train
station
take either to the “Bertha-von-Suttner-Platz/Beethovenhaus” stop. From there go down Bonngasse by the Beethovenhaus and take a right onto Friedrichstraße – as described above. The entrance
lies – as described more precisely above – between “Piccolino” (the children’s clothing store) and
“Geschenke Leopold” on the right side.
4. By city railway from the Siegburg/Bonn ICE train station:
Take Straßenbahn (streetcar) 66 (all directions) from under the train station for about 25 minutes
to the “Bertha-von-Suttner-Platz/Beethovenhaus” stop (the first stop after the big Rhine bridge).
Then continue as described under 3.
From the Airport with the Airport Bus
Take the SB60 bus line to Bonn from the airport (current cost €6.30) – all bus departures are at
the end of Terminal 2 (marked with signs). Get out at “Bertha-von-Suttner-Platz/Belderberg” (the
stop before that is “Beethovenhalle”). Then go about 20 meters back in the direction from which the
bus came and go left onto Friedrichstraße/Fußgängerzone (pedestrian area), continuing to walk for
about 150 meters. Go over two street crossings, the second one of which is Bonngasse with Beethovenhaus on the right. The entrance to building no. 38 is in the large gray building on the corner on
the left between “Piccolino” (the children’s clothing store on the left) and “Geschenke Leopold” on
the right side. (The stop after next is the last stop of the “Hauptbahnhof” [main train station] airport
bus.

